Astro City #1 (Regular Cover, Chosen Randomly)

ASTRO CITY is back in a new, ongoing
monthly series that showcases old heroes
and new, as The Ambassador comes to
Earth, and an ordinary man is caught up in
a cosmic conflict! Featuring the return of
favorites like Samaritan and Honor Guard,
and the debut of some new sensations!
Plus, the seeds of a new mystery: Who is
the
Broken
Man?
The
entire
award-winning creative team is back to
kick off a new epoch of the human and the
super human. Get in on the ground floor of
Astro Citys next epic!

New stories from Kurt Busieks Eisner Award-winning series ASTRO CITY, home to a world of superheroes.
Download high-resolution cover. Astro City Vol. 15: Ordinary Heroes. Written by Kurt Busiek On sale Dec 19, 2017
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Vol.When youre the Silver Adept, one of Astro Citys newest and most powerful Enlarge cover .. This is a collection of
random stories, featuring characters and scenarios that are The days-in-the-life focus here is on a mix of ordinary
people, super-heroes, and folk in-between. . previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 next Kurt Busiek is an American comic
book writer. His work includes the Marvels limited series, his own series titled Astro City, He began to read them
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dazzling covers The son of a superhero must choose his future. Hi-Res Cover In Astro City, where the general public
walks side by side with heroes,Winged Victory is a fictional character in the comic book series Astro City. Created by
writer Kurt Winged Victory, from the cover of a Hungarian language edition of Astro City, v. 1 Winged Victory was
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andThe Foundation series is a science fiction book series written by American author Isaac Asimov. 1 Publication
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to writing Foundations Edge) Asimov decided to merge the Foundation/Empire series with Appearances (in Publication
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